March 27, 2018

Mr. Tom Grace
Brand Protection Manager
Eaton Corporation
1000 Cherrington Parkway
Moon Township, PA 15108
Dear Mr. Grace:
Thank you for presenting at the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s 30th Annual Regulatory
Information Conference (RIC), on March 14, 2018.
Your remarks during our session entitled, “Combatting Counterfeit Parts in Critical
Infrastructures – Past, Present, and Future,” were interesting and informative, and your
perspective on the topic helped to foster a dynamic discussion during the question and answer
portion of the session.
Initial feedback received indicates that the RIC was successful in achieving its primary goal of
providing stakeholders with important and relevant information specific to safety and security. It
also offered an opportunity for participants to interact with colleagues in the nuclear community
by gaining and sharing valuable insights and opinions on nuclear regulatory activities.
Video recordings captured during the Opening Session, the Commissioner Plenary Sessions,
Special Guest Speaker Session, and the Regional Session are available to the public at
https://video.nrc.gov/. Additionally, audio recordings, transcripts, and presentations received
while onsite are currently being compiled and will be posted on the RIC Web site at
http://www.nrc.gov/public-involve/conference-symposia/ric/index.html in the next few weeks.
Again, thank you for your participation this year.
Sincerely,
/RA/
Scott Langan, Acting Director
Office of Investigations
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